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The Threesome Rules
By Alex May
I have had repeated requests for this, so here it is.
Below are rules I worked out for myself, which I use every
time I have a threesome with a new woman.
Keep in mind that this stuff might be more useful for the
“advanced” people out there, and should be used with care by
the beginners.

Rule #1: Set Things Up Right From The Very
Beginning
The three magic words here are:
Honest
Direct
Respectful
Let’s dissect them one by one.
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Honest

At the very first meeting with a new girl, whether I meet her
in a club or at some social gathering, I let her know exactly
who I am and what my lifestyle is. I used to be too
straightforward about it when I started, but I learned to
calibrate based on the social setting and the woman’s state
and mood.
Here's

an

important

realization:

even

women

who

might

normally be open-minded will indignantly reject you if you
bring up the subject too directly, or in an environment where
she feels others may judge her for talking about such an
“indecent” subject. Even if she's interested in you, she will
reject this opportunity if there is even the slightest chance
that her close friends/colleagues/family might overhear a single
word of our conversation.
This also depends on her friends and colleagues, of course.
But it is safer to assume conservative surroundings, and then
just drop a hint or two and suggest getting together another
time. In the vast majority of cases, she will be happy to meet
a guy who is so socially intuitive.

Direct

Once we get together, I do my best to make sure that we
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both enjoy our conversation: that it’s light, fun, and interesting.
I honestly tell her about the other women in my life. Often, I
do

it

indirectly,

just

by

telling

stories

about

my

other

girlfriends, but not directly addressing the sexual nature of my
relationships.
Why?

Because

women

are

very

socially

intuitive.

They

understand anyway.
This is a question of calibrating. Some women do not want to
hear about your sexual side. They want to be led into an
adventure. Things should “happen” to them, so they can later
say, “Oh, all this started as an accident.” Others like to hear
details and ask questions.
Either way, I am totally honest and open. It took me a
couple of years of trial and error to get intuitive about the
whole process.
During our conversation, I find out if she has any bisexual
experiences. The vast majority of women are in fact bisexual.
Frequently, girls want to try, but have just never had the
chance. So if at this point I still like her and enjoy her
company, I suggest that she meet my other girlfriends some
day...on one condition. That she really wants to. I put no
pressure on her whatsoever.
Years ago, I used to get very excited about the possibility of
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having two women in bed, and tried to convince them. The
more effort I made, the less interested they became. I made
this mistake for years until I learned that it is useless.

Respectful

During

the

course

of

our

conversation

(fun,

light,

and

pleasant) I clearly let her understand that I respect her and
the choices she makes. Whatever she decides, I am cool with
that. There are plenty of fun things the two of us can do
without any other women being involved.
Amusingly enough (and I would not have believed this if
someone had told me years ago), some women stay with me
in a relationship knowing that I have other women. Their
conscious choice is to keep seeing me without meeting my
other girlfriends. I respect this.
I know that when the difference in beliefs and values between
two people is too great, there is no sense in trying to keep
her, or trying to convince her of anything.

Rule #2: The New Woman Is Not Going To Be The
Center Of Attention
This part is not so easy for men to manage. When I see,
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hear, and feel this hot, exciting new girl next to me, my
intuitive urge is to give her the biggest share of my attention.
This is a huge mistake.
My other girlfriend will feel neglected, and this will deeply hurt
her feelings. This is why I divide my attention 95-5 during
our first threesome. That means I give 95% of my attention
to my main girl, and only 5% to the new one.
It may sound illogical and strange for many men. However,
this rule (and the discipline needed to apply it) have resulted
in more threesomes than I can remember. The new girl will
receive more than enough attention from my other girl. And
more often than not, my other girl will see my devotion and
attention to her, and will explicitly ask me to pay more
attention to the new girl.
I do so with pleasure (as you can probably imagine), but
after

a

couple

of

minutes,

I

usually

come

back

to

my

girlfriend. Do this, guys, and you will never have any issues
afterwards.

Rule #3: Find Out What Her Idea Of A Threesome Is
Before

inviting

a

new

woman,

I

always

ask

my

other

girlfriends what threesome rules they would like to follow.
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Keep in mind that I have a very open-minded and happy
circle of girlfriends, and there are almost no taboos. However,
some girls want me to come in them. Others get jealous if I
am kissing the other girl too much in the beginning, etc.
Again...honest, direct, and respectful are the key words here.

Rule #4: Communicate During The Threesome
Before you begin, tell both girls that you are not a mind
reader. So if they want more/less/harder/softer/etc., they will
have to tell you (and each other).
Do not think, however, that just because you have told them
this they will comply. You have to watch them both and ask
questions.
Here is the last part...

Rule #5: After The Threesome Is Over, Be The Host
Now it’s time for all three of you to enjoy the afterglow, and
to set up the right frame for the future. Divide your attention
equally between both girls.
If you give less attention to the new girl, she will feel
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alienated and will not be willing to join you again. Be a host
now.
Imagine you are at the restaurant, and the girls are paying
for you. So just lay back and shower them with your cool
personality...
Enjoy trying this out!
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The Eighth Wonder
of the World
By PZN
This is my first 100% sober experience with 2 women. It
really is something else when everyone’s sober. As far as I'm
concerned, if you're drunk, it doesn't even count anymore. You
need to know how to do this without needing liquid courage
or giving the girls an excuse. You need more game, but it’s
way

more

satisfying.

Everyone’s

totally

aware

of

what’s

happening. As a man, you need to lead every step of the
way. Of course, the girls have to be open to this, and ideally
“help” you rather than cockblock you.
I always say, in a two-person interaction, you can control
50% of the dynamics. In a three-way interaction, you can
only control 33%. In other words, anyone who thinks the guy
does all the work is just lying to themselves. I won’t pretend
as though the women didn’t help and want this as much as I
did

just

to

get

some

ego

validation

from

guys

in

the

community. In a way, the guy’s job is to allow this to
happen. It’s to not fuck it up. It’s also to screen the right
women who are bisexual or bicurious.
By the way, I’ve never seen any threesome material in the
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community. I asked many guys to hook me up with stuff, but
no one actually did. So I used what I knew and what my
instinct told me. I stopped relying on controlling everything
and

necessarily

making

it happen.

I

told

myself,

it may

happen, it may not, accept the imperfection of things. If
nothing

else,

simply

have

a

good

time

with

2

beautiful

women. Don’t make the threesome the goal.
One more thing, I’m a guy who talks a lot. You might notice
this in the post. I don’t shut up. I guess it’s because I want
to make sure I cover all bases and prepare for all possible
contingencies. But truthfully, interactions are never like that.
You can never be 100% responsible, because you don’t control
other human beings. The most you can do is influence them.
That being said, let’s move on to how this whole thing went
down.
There’s a girl I picked up at the gym a few months ago (call
her Julia). We’re sort of dating now. She’s 18. She’s got a
great personality and is very mature. Aside from the fact that
she’s really hot and really good in bed, I screened her early
on to see whether or not she’s bisexual, or at least bicurious. In other words, I asked questions after sex like,
“Have you ever had an experience with another woman?” or,
“How many times have you kissed another girl?”
I also told her my philosophy about this stuff when she asked
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about me trying to have a threesome. I said, “Too many
people in society think a threesome is something a guy
dreams of or something two girls give a guy. I don’t see it
that way. If I decide to share that with you, I want it to be
a gift I give you and a gift you give me. It’s something three
people share together because they want the pleasure to be
more intense.”
I made rules clear, like “This is the kind of intimate event
that happens between three people, and stays between them.
For example, if you’re my girl, and we share this with one of
your

girls

who’s

comfortable

with

it,

we

will

make

sure

everyone has the time of their life. But it will stay 100%
between us, because society is judgmental and I don’t want
anyone feeling guilty or bad for sharing something so beautiful
and uniquely intimate together.”
Just for the record, I don’t really date women that aren’t bicurious. I’m a professional, and I have a list of criteria I need
in a woman. This makes things clear from the get-go, and I
become the selector, not the selectee. Amongst those criteria
are the following: bisexual, very attractive, intelligent, feminine
and submissive, extremely clean, adventurous, loves to cook,
etc. Basically, if a woman doesn’t have these things, she
realizes she doesn’t have what it takes to be with someone
like me.
The other week, Julia asked me if I see us ever being in a
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couple. I responded vaguely with, “You know, you seem to
really have the qualities I look for in a girlfriend, but it’s
important for us to get to know each other better in order to
make the best possible decision, because a relationship is
something very important and serious to me. For example, I’m
slowly getting to know you. I’m realizing you’re mature. You
seem open-minded about your sexuality when it comes to
other women, you seem very respectful of me and my goals,
you

cook

really

well

(she

invited

me

over

for

a

great

candlelight dinner one night) etc.”
Basically, it’s a way to tell her that if she doesn’t have those
qualities you look for, you’re not really interested in getting
serious because you can get better elsewhere. The thing is, I
really like her too, and in a way, I sometimes wonder if she’d
really be down to be in a serious relationship, or if she just
said that. But then again, we pretty much act like a couple in
public. Who knows? You can never control another person. I
guess you need to know what you yourself want, and not
expect from the other person more than they’re willing to
give.
Fast forward to last week. We were training together at the
gym and I kept teasing her, grabbing her ass or her pussy
while she was exercising. She kept getting pissed off, but
excited. At some point when I got close, she initiated the
conversation. And this is why I say a girl needs to be down
herself. She’s like, “Hey, you know, I was talking to one of
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my girlfriends this week about what we talked about.”
I’m like, “Sure. And?”
She’s like, “Well, she’s really interested to try something like
that, but she’s not sure if our friendship (Julia and her friend)
would stay the same.”
I responded with, “I want you guys to be super comfortable
about this. It’s my number one rule. I know that if you truly
respect each other, even if we all shared some intimate
moments, you would still respect each other if your friendship
is real.”
She says, “It is real.”
So I said, “Well what kind of girl is she, what’s she look
like?”
She answers, “She’s really hot. She’s Latina.”
In my head, I’m thinking nice. Then I said, “You know what,
don’t pressure her. I know both of us know we could make
this something really enjoyable for everyone, but why don’t we
all just hang out and not do anything? Let’s just see how the
energy is between all three of us.”
She goes, “That’s a good idea.”
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So I told her, “One more thing. I want you to tell me if
there’s something you wouldn’t feel comfortable with me doing
to your friend, like kissing her, or holding her.”
She says, “No, she’s my best friend, with her, you can do
anything”
I said, “Ok, you trust her?”
She’s like, “Yeah.”
(For

the

record,

the

whole

“Let’s

hang

out

without

expectations” thing was an idea given to me by Frank B.
Kermit. This guy is probably one of the only guys I know
who’s able to teach game in a way that will truly change you
as a whole. He will turn game into something you are, not
something you do.)
Anyway, last night I sent her a text asking her if she’d like to
grab a cup of something warm because it’s so rainy outside.
She texted back with, “I’d have loved to, but I’m with my
friend and we’re working on a school project. We’re going to
the gym after. Do you want to meet her?”
I text back with, “Well, I already hit the gym today, but you
guys can drop by after for a shisha if you’d like.” This was at
6 pm. She texts back 10 minutes later with, “Is it ok if we
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come by at 7:30 pm.?” I said “Sure.”
I was fucking nervous because I didn’t know what to do or
what not to do. I simply told myself, “PZN, deep inside you
already

know

what

you

have

to

do.

You

can’t

control

everything that happens, just try and have a good time, and
realize that you want it to happen. It might, or might not.”
I got a call from her at 7:10 and they were downstairs. They
came up and I said, “You guys are early!”
Julia’s like, “I’m sorry!”
I’m like, “Why don’t you go out and wait in the rain for 20
minutes and ring the doorbell again?”
This makes both of them laugh and I ask them to come in.
She introduces her friend to me. Hot Latina. Petite with a
really nice face and perky little ass. I take their coats and tell
them to come in and make themselves comfortable. I talk to
both of them a little bit. I give Julia a kiss on the lips and
the other one a kiss on her cheek. I tell her, “Sorry, no
kisses on the lips for you!”
They both laugh. The vibe is good. We talk a bit more and I
ask if they’re down for shisha. They’re like “Sure!” I ask them
to follow me because I need their help. I get them both
really involved and make sure none of them feel left out.
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Whenever I kiss or kino Julia, I make sure I lightly kino the
other one too. For example, if Julia said something funny, I
would tell her she’s hilarious and kiss her on the cheek. Then,
2 minutes later, when HBLatina talked, I would hug against
her and say stuff like, “Omg, you’re almost as crazy as your
friend here!” I obviously had to make HBLatina feel more and
more comfortable because she was the one I hadn’t slept with
yet.
So I did a variety light-kino escalation things. When I needed
to get a shisha I asked them, “Ok, who is lighter between
the two of you?” I look at them and say “HBLatina, you look
lighter, come here.” They’re both like, “Omg, you’re so mean!”
I’m like, “You girls are hilarious, I didn’t say Julia’s fat, I said
you’re lighter. I mean isn’t someone necessarily lighter lol?”
I lift her up and ask her to grab my shisha from the top of
the fridge. This was an example of great natural playful kino
escalation. Then I compliment them and say, while preparing
the shisha, “You guys look so damn cute together.” The
Latina’s like, “Yeah, Julia’s my babygirl!” Julia’s like, “No,
HBLatina’s my babygirl!” I’m like, “You guys should be a
couple!” They’re like, “Yeah, we’re lesbians.” I’m like, “Damn,
we have something in common, I’m a lesbian too! But don’t
tell anyone.”
I keep the vibe playfully sexual like this. I tell Julia to stand
up and I hug her and HBLatina looks at us. I’m like, “Aww,
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HBLatina, you can’t just sit there, come be part of the hug.
It’s a triangle here. No one gets left out. Sharing is caring.”
They laugh and we all hug. I give Julia a kiss on the cheek
and give HBLatina a kiss on the cheek, too. I break off the
threeway hug and tell them to go smoke shisha.
Then Julia’s like, “Hey PZN, you have to show her how good
you are at Bachata.” The thing is, Julia’s really shy to dance
Bachata with me because I’m really good. HBLatina taught
Julia. So I’m like, “All right I’ll dance with her.” We go to the
living room and I put on some bachata. I leave the room so
that they can be together for a few minutes. I come back
and notice they are dancing Bachata together. I start dancing
with Julia and then tell her to go smoke the shisha until the
smoke’s ready. I start dancing with HBLatina. She dances
close. I know she’s into me.
Then Julia got up and I poked her titty just to tease her.
And HBLatina’s like “Hahaha!”
Julia says, “Yeah, he’s crazy.”
I’m like, “Yeah, you don’t know the half of it,” and I poke
HBLatina’s tit, too.
She says, “Omg, you can’t do that.” Julia goes and hugs her
right away.
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I’m tell her, “Sorry if you didn’t like it, you can poke me
back on my tit if you want.” They laugh. I’m add, “But for
real guys, I don’t get it. Why is it a big deal to touch a tit
and not an arm? It’s all human meat. Isn’t it?”
They’re like “Yeah…but...”
I’m like “Yeah but…let’s dance Bachata!”
I start dancing with the Latina again. The vibe is good. I ask
Julia, “Can I dance close with her?”
Julia’s like, “Yeah.”
I say, “Isn’t this funny, we don’t even ask her for her
opinion, she’s like our object!”
Julia’s like, “Yeah, she’s our object.”
I ask, “But she’s an object we’re going to treat well and
pleasure, right?”
Julia says, “Yeah, of course.”
Meanwhile, the Latina says, “You guys can’t do this!”
I’m like, “So Julia, if I wanted to kiss her, and you said it
was ok, I could kiss her?”
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Julia says, “Yeah, all you need is my permission.”
I tell her, “Good, I’ll ask after, I don’t want to kiss her yet!”
Then I invite Julia to come dance with us Big Mac style. I tell
Julia that HBLatina is going to be the meat patty and we are
the buns. We dance and I tell Julia to kiss HBLatina’s neck
because I felt like she was turned on. As she begins kissing
her neck. I notice her moaning a little bit, and I begin kissing
her lips a little. She reciprocates. Such a dirty fucking kisser,
bites and uses lotsa tongue. Women are such horny little
creatures. We have no idea.
With

one

hand

I

undo

Julia’s

bra,

and

with

the

other,

HBLatina’s. Their bras fall off and they’re like “OMG, you’re
good! What the fuck? You did both at once?” Then they pull
back and they’re like, “Ok, we’re not going any further.”
I’m like, “I want you guys to be happy and comfortable. We
can stop at any point. After all, this is only our first date.”
They laugh. I tell HBLatina, “From now on, you might have a
boyfriend (me) and a girlfriend (Julia) so we have to take
things slowly!”
Also, just as a reminder, on many occasions, whenever I felt
that one of them wasn’t comfortable, I would always reiterate
with, “Look, let’s go slower if you guys aren’t comfortable. I
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want all 3 of us to have pleasure. Not only one person. Not
2. All 3 of us. This is the triangle of love!” Honestly, with this
mindset, it’s so much more beautiful than boozing bitches up
and hoping for something to happen. Turn it into a game.
At some point I even suggested a threeway kiss and threeway
smoke-sharing.

The

whole

thing

turned

into

an

intense

threeway make out session, and I stopped the whole thing
with, “God, it’s so weird to kiss 2 people at the same time,
it’s as though I’m kissing an alien or some shit. Both sides of
your lips being kissed at once is such a different sensation!”
We were laughing and having a good time. It’s all just a fun
game.
Julia said she was on her period and they kept saying, “This
wasn’t planned.” I’m like, “I know. It just happened that we
all felt comfortable together. I rarely get along with my girls’
friends because usually they’re too different. But you, HBLatina,
you’re as sweet and as pretty and apparently as crazy as
Julia.” They’re like, “Yeah, we’re both crazy.”
At this point, I knew direct sexual escalation wouldn’t work. So
I told Julia to get close to me and said, “Listen, there’s no
rush for anything, I know you know that. Let’s just give your
friend a little massage.” She’s like, “Sure.” We throw HBLatina
on the bed and begin caressing her, touching her, gently
massaging her. I tell Julia, “Why don’t you gently kiss her?”
As Julia begins to kiss her, I begin kissing her, too. Julia’s
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kissing her lips, I start kissing her neck. HBLatina’s really
getting turned on.
I take Julia’s hand and lead it to HBLatina’s pussy, from
above the panties. We both begin rubbing her pussy and
kissing her. I can only imagine how much pleasure she was
having. Eventually, Julia ends up on top of me rubbing up
against me (with her panties on, of course). They eventually
change positions and I ask Julia to put me in her mouth. She
does.

Then

I

begin

fucking

the

other

one.

Before

this

happened, HBLatina looked at me and said “You’re a pretty
lucky guy, you know that?”
I say, “What makes you think you guys aren’t lucky girls?”
HBLatina tells me, “You know this is every guy’s dream?”
I answer, “Do you really think every guy would take the time
to make you feel comfortable so that you feel as much
pleasure as he does?”
They’re like, “No, you’re right.”
Test passed.
After that, I tell them we’re going to play a game. I will
close my eyes and try to guess who’s kissing me and licking
me down there. We begin playing the game and they’re really
into it. I cheat, because frankly they both give amazing head.
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The only difference is Julia spits on it once in awhile because
she knows I love it when she’s dirty. Eventually, I stand up
and they both start having fun with it. Women are crazy.
Seriously. I tell them to start kissing. It was exactly like in a
porn movie. They make out, one sucks your dick, the other
your balls. It’s a pretty insane feeling. It’s worth all the hard
work I put in these past 3-4 years. HBLatina didn’t want to
swallow, so the pleasure was all Julia’s lol.
Anyway, after I got all my pleasure, I thought to myself
“These girls are fucking amazing, the last thing I need is
buyer’s remorse.” So I wait until all the heat cools down. As
they’re getting ready to leave, because it was getting late, I
ask Julia, “Do you think your friend is comfortable with all
this, it being her first time and all?” Julia didn’t seem too
sure. So I take them both to my bed, lay down with each of
them by my side and explain everything again.
“Guys, I understand this wasn’t planned. And the last thing I
expected was for this to happen as well. But I want both of
you to feel comfortable about this, and be assured that what
happened here tonight is staying between the three of us.
Society might say this is bad, but I think you guys are great,
open-minded girls. HBLatina, I’m glad you’re as sweet and as
beautiful as your friend Julia. I want both of you to know
that I really respect you, and what we shared tonight and
hopefully

will

share

again

is

just

an

expression

of

how

comfortable we feel together. Even if for one moment, if one
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of you feels guilty about this, don’t. We’re actually mature
enough to please ourselves rather than society. We shared this
because we’re generous enough to give each other pleasure.
No one can judge us for that.”
I then proceeded to tell HBLatina, “Next time, it’s going to be
for Julia, we’re really going to bring her to heaven. Ok?”
HBLatina’s like, “Yeah! She’s my babygirl.”
Anyway, I bring Julia home and then bring the other one
home. I kiss both of them on the lips when I drop each of
them off. It’s funny because they both kind of feel like
girlfriends. The whole thing was very Vicky Cristina Barcelona
style, if you know what I’m saying.
My only worries and concerns are to make it clear to Julia
that she’s my girl and the other one is just her best friend
that I will treat with respect. I don’t want to cause jealousy
between them or ruin their friendship. In public, Julia is my
girl and the other is just our friend. In private, they’re both
my girls but Julia’s my primary and I have to explain this to
both so that they understand this early on. Unless, of course,
Julia wants something else.
Anyway, they just texted me and want to hang out again
tonight. I guess I'll just hang out but do nothing sexual. I
guess Julia's still on her period. Better to wait and make them
comfortable. The sex will be so much better next time.
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I hope this was detailed enough for those of you who want
to share something like this. I promise all of you, if you do it
right, it’s like the eighth wonder of the world.
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How to Make Your
Girl Want to Have
Threesomes
By Maverick

0. Don't Dump It On Her Too Early
Do not focus on the topic of threesomes too early in the
relationship, and if it comes up, make sure you don't spend
much more time on it than on other topics. Unless, of course,
she's already a fun girl, in which case you're one lucky SOB.
The pieces that you see below should be used over time, and
definitely not in a single conversation.
When she asks you, "Have you ever had a threesome?" feel
free to steal from Mr. Big and say, "Hasn't everyone?" Your
girl probably hasn't.
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1. The 1 Wrong Way (And 2 Right Ways) To Have A
Threesome
When the topic comes up, explain to her that there are 3
kinds of threesomes. One that usually doesn't end well for the
relationship, and two that can be a lot of fun for everyone,
and also feel emotionally right.
1. Sometimes, when a girl is trying rescue a relationship
that is falling apart, she'll try to arrange a threesome,
when they have never had one. Bad idea. This way, the
process of relationship break-down will be accelerated.
This is not the way to do it.
2. When things "just happen" between a guy and two
girls, neither of whom has a long-term desire for the
guy. This is just for fun, healthy and great for everyone.
Plain and simple.
3. When one girl really likes the guy (you look your gal
straight in the eye as you say that), and the other is
just there for the ride. Now, the important thing is to
know who's who, so that the special girl knows that this
is something to enrich their relationship (which is already
very good), and to make sure the other girl understands
there will be no 1-on-1 with the guy at a later time.
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This way, you're also showing her that you know what you're
talking about. This makes her understand that it may be
important to you, and also that you have lived though it, so
she'll be more comfortable.

2. Make Her Understand She'll Be Even More Special
If...
At this point you may hear some objections from your girl.
This is great. The ones I hear most often are:
"But it is very difficult to find a girl who would agree to such
a setup."
"But there's so few girls who would do it..."
That's great, because then you say:
"Perhaps, but think of how much more special a girl like that
would be, if she had allowed them to share such an incredible
experience."

3. The Emotional Bond vs. Sex, And What A
Threesome Means
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You also need to make her understand what a threesome
means to you. In particular, what it means emotionally. It can
go something like this:
"I have several friends who claim it is possible to have a
deep relationship with more than one woman. It may work for
them, but I have found out that it is not true for me. Yes, I
am a man, and by my nature I am designed to have sex
with many women. But I find that there is a finite amount of
emotional bonding energy that I have, and I always end up
getting emotionally involved with just one girl (and again, you
look her in the eyes)."

4. Tell Her This Is The Thing That Is Important To
You
(This may depend on your own tastes, but the below is true
of me.)
"You see, of all the kinks that we have talked about, I think
there are many that are quite a turn on, at least to talk
about. But there's one that really is my favorite: I really do
enjoy having threesomes. Especially when they are shared with
someone I really like."
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5. Do Not Ask Her To Do It With Her (Best) Friend
If she understood everything you said and she really wants to
win you over, then the topic will come up again. When it
does…here's what you do.
Some girls will be more comfortable with picking up a stranger
at a bar. Suggest that, and see how she reacts. If she's
socially savvy and comfortable in bars/clubs, this is likely to
be her preferred option.
Some girls would prefer someone from your extended social
circle.

Perhaps

someone

who

has

been

your

friend

with

benefits. This is because your girl may be afraid of catching a
disease from a stranger, for one.
Just make sure to explain why it will never work between you
and that friend.
For example:
"You see, I have a hardcore lesbian friend who calls me a
few times a year. Physically she's great, but since she's a
lesbian, there's no chemistry between us."
Personally,

I

prefer

pre-planned

threesomes,

where

you

orchestrate everything and you let each girl know a bit about
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the other. (Emailing pics works, no need to make them add
each other on Facebook.)

6. Talk Her Over The Experience, In Detail, And
Negotiate
So far, you've shown your girl that you've had this experience
before, that it will be beneficial to your relationship (you bet it
will be!), and that you'll make sure it all will happen and end
well. She'll be afraid, especially if it's her first time. Put her at
ease.
Walk her over the experience. Tell her what your fantasies are
and what you'd like to definitely try, and what the boundaries
are.
Just make sure she'll let you fuck the other girl. If she's
resisting, then either she's just not a viable candidate, or you
haven't provided enough motivation for her, or haven't put her
mind at ease. Sell her on the experience.
Instead of "no sex" with the other girl, you can agree to a
more emotionally important rule, like "no kissing" with the
other girl. But allow your girl to make out with the other.
Your girl may feel less threatened if you pick up the other girl
at

a

bar/club

and

you

never
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exchange

any

contact

information. If that's what it takes to have a threesome, no
problem. Agree to it.
Get information on any bi-sexual experiences your girl might
have had. Has she ever kissed a girl at a club? Has she
grabbed a girl's boobs? Does she have an appreciation for the
beauty of feminine body?
Your girl can be straight and that's still fine. At a minimum,
she only needs to have sex with you, and possibly let the
other girl play with her. Tell her that if that's what she's okay
with, no problem.
Tell her "The game plan is we have a drink, we chill, we
talk, if nothing more happens, I'll just fuck you really hard
that night ;)"
Promise her everything will be all right. After all, the first rule
of hanging out with you (or at your place) is: "Everybody has
to have a great time. Nothing else is allowed."

7. Meet At Your Place, Let Them Get Comfortable
I always meet with girls at my place, in general, whenever
possible. That is assuming you're not doing the "bar pick up"
version.
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If your girl is really into it and in her mind she has already
decided to do it, leaving the apartment to go somewhere else
is counterproductive. If you do have to go out, I usually pick
a place with a wide couch (make a reservation!) where all 3
of you can fit, and where you smoke shisha. This way we can
drink and pass smoke mouth-to-mouth.

Important: Do not stand in the way of their getting to
know

each

other.

Girls

will

interact

differently

and

get

comfortable much faster when you are not around. After 15
minutes or so, have an excuse to leave for at least 20
minutes. At my place, I go grab another bottle of wine at
corner store. At a shisha place you can go to the bathroom,
then get some fresh air and call a friend or two while
outside.
Back at your place (if you're not there all that time), provide
lots of booze. Something each of them likes, that goes down
easily and is strong. My favourite mix is: Baileys, vodka, and
coconut liquor in a martini glass. Cherry and whip cream
optional. But if your other girl is a lesbian she may prefer
beer. Don't drink as much yourself!

8. Switch Gears To Physical And Sexual
I usually do it sometime soon after I came back from the 20
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minutes away. The girls are comfortable now and it's time to
start the party. It can be as easy as grinning at them
uncontrollably, and then when they ask why, telling them you
took Viagra or Cialis (whether this is true does not matter).
Or you can go physical. When the "other" girl leaves for the
bathroom (and they always do) you get hot and heavy with
the primary one. The other girl will come back and see you
making out. Invite her in. You can start touching her while
making out with your primary. The point is you're creating a
link (through you).
Escalate from there, e.g. put your girl's hand on other girl's
boobs (it may help if your own hand has been there just
moments ago). It's great if the girls kiss, but not necessary.
Then escalate more and more, and have lots and lots of fun!

9. Lead The Experience
If the girls are into each other, you can usually let them play
for awhile and just watch. Most of the time they will want
you to be there, though. You've rehearsed with your girl what
you want to do, so you should have a plan in your head. Use
it.
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Girls will be looking to you to provide the direction. Move
them around, suggest to them what to do. It is OK to ask
them questions about whether they'd be OK with something or
not if you're not sure. At this point the games have begun,
the sails are up. You as the captain need to make sure sailing
is both interesting and smooth for everybody.

10. Be Gentle After
After sex like this, girls feel like they have "given." And they
did. Reward them. Yes, you need to focus on your primary
girl, but you don't want the other girl to feel cheap. You can
whisper to your primary "Julie shared so much with us today,
I just want to make sure she's feeling great too, is that OK
with you?"
Then go and hug or cuddle with the other girl. Take your
primary's hand and kiss it while doing so. You're there now to
emotionally soothe and calm down both of them. Make sure
it's a joined experience, and nobody feels left out.
By the way, do you want the other girl to stay? (It's kind of
cool if you have a large bed!) Is your primary girl OK with
that? What did she say when you were planning? Even if she
said, "No, she can't stay" before, she may change her mind
afterward. Ask again, and be tactful.
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Otherwise get the other girl a cab, make sure to extend all
allowed pleasantries, emphasize how a unique experience it
was, make sure she leaves with good memories. Call her the
next day, if your deal with your main girl allowed that.
Your girl will likely want to see you again, soon after the
experience. Perhaps she'd like to spend another night at your
place

in

a

row

(if

that's

not

usual

for

your

stage

of

relationship), or maybe she'll want to come by 3 days later
instead of the usual weekly visit. The fact is, she'll want to
reaffirm that you're still hers, so let her.
The next time around ask her about the parts she liked best,
the parts that were surprising. And in the sack…give her a
great ride. She's a great gal, she deserves it!
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Threesome, Part 1
By Milatchku

Hey guys, well its been a while since I posted one of my
long ass reports. It’s mainly because I've been spending time
with my girlfriend of 1 year (whom Sanik, Brother Kermit, Cliff
and Doc all think is a doll after having met her...) and I have
been working on getting her into threesomes...and let's just
say that I ended up doing things "the hard way."
Ok so where to start? You see, I could simply post the actual
pick up itself (which wasn’t too difficult in retrospect) or I
could also throw in the work I did in order to get my girl
comfortable with the idea of sharing another woman (which
was the hard part.) A lot of us know that it’s best to let a
girl know early on in the pick up that threesomes are a part
of your reality. If you tell her later in the relationship, say a
few months in, then it can be a problem.
So as a point of reference, let me give you the resources I
used. Honestly, it seems that there really just isn’t anything
else out there besides these products that address this highly
desirable scenario:
1. Rick H Interview: In retrospect, I realized that most
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the stuff he talks about is very advanced, but since
most people in the community refer to it, then you
should still look at it.
2. Brad P Interview with Buzzy: Some good ideas.
3. Cliff's List DVDs: Part 1 with David Shade alone,
Part 2 with the Threesome Panel.
4. David Shade's Threesome Videos: You get a
great overview of the whole process.
5. Mystery

Method

Interviews

with

Talk

on

threesomes.
This stuff will give you the framework which I worked from.
Now do you need all this to make it happen? No, probably
not. But I wanted to see different perspectives. You should
have more than enough to work with from the info given in
those videos so that I don’t need to point out the process
myself. Therefore, I will just point out my own experiences.
First off, since I brought up the topic of threesomes after a
few months rather than after a few weeks, I faced some
serious resistance tactics that I arbitrarily separated into 3
categories. These were tactics that I have had to deal with in
the past from girlfriends (including the one I’m with now.)
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Now most of these problems I'll discuss can be circumvented
if you open the girl up early on in the relationship, say within
the first few weeks. However many of us are already in

long term relationships and wanna take it to the next level.

1. Power Tripping Tests
She's gonna test your congruence. My best advice here is to
call out the behavior:

A. Entrapment

She may make comments knowing that it will cause your mind
to lead into the thought of a threesome, but then when you
mention it she will accuse you of having a one track mind.
My best advice is to not apologize for your desires and
instead make it clear that if she doesn’t understand the way
you live then you will move on...and mean it! I had to break
up with my girl twice because she wasn’t following the way I
wanted to live my life.

B. Carrot Dangling

The one is quite common. A lot of guys say, "Yeah, this girl
I met says she wants to do a threesome, the operative word
here is (being) 'says,' but she always finds an excuse to back
out." Best advice here is to just follow through as mentioned
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and call her on it. Hell, I even like to carrot dangle things in
front of her (e.g. If we share a threesome, then I feel it will
take our relationship to the next level).

C. Cock Teasing

She acts like she's all into someone and it gets you all hot.
Just call it out.

2. Clauses
These are of the format "I'd do it only if..." and she actually
means it, rather than just carrot dangling:

A. She needs a connection with the girl

Teach her that she can connect with anyone.

B. She needs to feel turned on/sexy/drunk:

Teach her that when it’s on, it’s on, as she has probably
experienced in the past.
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C. She needs to feel that shes
' the number one

This

is

real.

Address

her

emotional

needs

and

fear

of

abandonment and demonstrate to her that she is special and
unique to you. Brother Kermit has these concepts down to a
science.

3. The Actual Pick Up Itself
Self explanatory.

A. She thinks shes
' picking up a guy

She figures that if she just throws herself on the chick, then
the chick will want her like a guy would. She may push too
hard (like she did to one chick on my birthday and ended up
turning the target off.) You're gonna have to teach her that
picking up a girl is different.

B. She may sabotage the pick up in session

Thanks to Drake for pointing this out! She may give off subtle
cues

to

scare

your

target

away.

Often

these

are

subconsciously. Make sure to point them out to her nicely.
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done

C. She needs to be gradually eased into it

If she has never done this before then you will have to work
her into this. Last summer I had sex with my girl with
another couple having sex in the same room. My girl made
out with the other chick and grabbed her boobs but nothing
else, nor did I or the other guy participate.
Then in the winter time, my girl and I shared a hot tub with
3 other chicks we met through our social circle. All the girls
were topless (there is a photo of me in the hot tub with the
4 topless chicks, and she still makes fun of the stupid smile I
had on my face the day after.) My girl fooled around with
one of the girls, as did I, but nothing else. So now she is
getting more into the whole process.
Finally, we began to actually go out and pick up girls....
Now, for the pick up. Firstly, both you and your girl should
have the mindset of "indifference to the outcome." You'll both
have fun together, but if you don’t meet anyone, then no big
deal.
So me and my girl are at the club doing our thing. Yes,
doing our thing. You see, there is something very attractive
about a good looking couple that displays good chemistry.
Many women wish they could be in such relationships. Now if
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a girl is single and she sees that...then she could very well
wanna piece of the action.
So as we are doing our thing, I notice a very sensual looking
girl (lets call her HBSensualgirl) come to stand at the bar next
to us, waiting to order a drink. Something inside me said that
she is standing next to us in order to be opened. So I
remarked about this to my girl.
So what does my girl do? She makes eye contact with
HBSensualgirl and walks off to the bathroom. Sure enough, the
target follows her into the bathroom. Once in the bathroom,
my girlfriend compliments her on her outfit and follows up
with some small talk. My girl comes back to me and tells me
what transpired, which actually impressed me, because the eye
contact then going to another part of the club to see if the
person will follow was a tactic I never heard of before.
So as I’m looking off onto the dance floor for our target, I
notice some other couple has opened up HBSensualgirl! Guess
we

aren’t

the

only

couple

looking

for

a

ménage

that

night...and I’m like damn…how do I get this girl away from
that couple in a smooth fashion, especially since I haven’t
officially spoken to her yet? But then I remember a post
Tragic Carpet Ride made about AFOGs stealing their friends
from him as he's dancing. So what do I do? I say to my
girlfriend, "Sweetie pie, go over there and take that girl by
the hand, pull her away from that couple, and bring her over
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here." And God damn, that shit worked!
Now I’m introduced to the target and began to run my game.
Yes, you should still run solid game on the target with your
girl next to you. I don’t remember word for word everything I
said, but I will point out some important things that popped
up. One thing was for sure, it is clear as to what the
intention was from the get go. Being able to screen out
women properly early on can go a long way in saving you
time.
I ask her if she has any tattoos, and also have my girlfriend
show her tattoos. She tells me her tattoo is in a very erotic
location. I ask how people like it. She says they like it a lot.
I then ask how women like it. She gives me a surprised look
but still answers. I am setting the pace now...
I then comment on how I like to see commonalities between
people. That’s when the girl throws out "Oh, so you are a
voyeur," as in I like to watch. Now this is a test. She is
basically hinting that perhaps she'll just fool around with my
girlfriend with me just watching. This kind of thing is actually
quite common, as it’s happened to me in the past. Basically,
she wants to see if she can use me to finance her activities.
That’s when I respond with, "Yes I like to watch, but I love
to experience even more...my girl and I are a package deal..."
She laughs and asks what in particular. That’s when I say,
"Anything you can imagine..." She laughs again and tells me
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that I’m very ambitious. And I respond affirmatively. That’s
when my girlfriend throws that ambition is a very attractive
trait. My girl and I are a team! I also do some palm reading
which was in good fun.
We are bantering when then I say, "You know what? You

rock!" She laughs. Then I look over to my girlfriend and say,
"Isn’t she really cool?" My girlfriend nods in agreement. Now
that she has started to feel qualified, I offer the target a hug.
She complies. I then say, "My girlfriend would also like a
hug." She smiles and hugs my girl.
Now my girlfriend tells me in my ear, "We should go off now
and mingle within the crowd ourselves and leave HBSensualgirl
a bit. This will show her that we are valuable and that she
won’t wanna lose us…" What is my girlfriend suggesting here?

A takeaway! After value is conveyed and you get your target
on an emotional high, you leave for a bit so she feels a bit
of that feeling of loss. Damn, seems like women do know a
thing or two about game!
A short while later, we reinitiate conversation with her. At this
point, I kino both her and my girl at the same time, as told
to me by AtoZ, and I make sure to escalate that kino
between me and the girls and between the girls themselves.
While he describes some spiritual energy reasons behind this
which my mind cannot comprehend, whatever he taught me
worked beautifully! As you can see, the tone is already set at
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the venue. Then after some more banter, I offer another hug,
to which she complies...that’s when I slide my lips across her
cheek and plant a kiss on her lips. She looks a bit surprised.
I then say, "My girlfriend would also like a kiss..." She then
gets this big smile and kisses my girl.
By now it’s obvious what’s going to happen if we go home
with this girl. There is still no substitute for solid game! Yes,
demonstrating good chemistry between me and my girl will
build attraction. A chick that my girl and I Facebook closed at
a club kept telling us what a great looking couple we are (but
we couldn’t follow through with her for a day 2). And while
your girlfriend will do a lot of the work to build comfort, you
still have to have solid game and frame control (she was
testy once we got home) in order to keep things rolling
smoothly.
Therein lies a problem...I have found that when you've been
in a committed LTR for a few months, your game can get
rusty and so it’s very important that you still lead a life where
you can still banter with other women when you aren’t with
your girlfriend.
Throughout the night there are times when I leave my girl
alone with HBSensualgirl in order for them to build comfort
and rapport. There were times when I am alone with the
target in which I have to make clear who was calling the
shots. She is very testy, and things like this can easily mess
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with your state and turn you off from performing...especially
when it’s about to be something as exciting as a threesome.
Something that seems to be agreed on is that for something
like this to happen, you usually need to make it happen the
night you meet your target. Looking to make this happen on
a day 2 often doesn’t work out. So you have to work your
game out in order to make this happen the same night.
The night is about to come to an end, so I offer to give
HBsenualgirl a ride home...because I’m such a nice guy. But
that’s when the couple from earlier on come to talk to me!
After a few minutes that couple invite me and my girl over to
their place with HBSensualgirl. Am I gonna let some unknown
couple, whom I don’t trust, come out of nowhere to possibly
jack the target away from me or something? Nope, and I
don’t think I’m into swinging yet…but that’s a whole other ball
game. I just thank them kindly and take both girls by the
hand out of the club. HBSensualgirl comments again how I’m
a very ambitious man.
I tell both girls to sit in the back of my car and get to know
each other better. In the car, to my surprise, the girls are
mostly, if not totally just talking and getting to know one
another rather than making out. At home, HBSensualgirl asks
us if this is our first time doing this thing, how long we have
been together and so on. We say it is our first time going
this far despite being together for a whole year, and that it’s
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taken us awhile to find a girl that my girl can connect with.
HBSensualgirl is surprised, imagining we had done this before.
All the while, there is kino and massaging going on between
the girls which leads to sexual escalation. And, to our luck, it
seems that this girl is quite experienced fooling around with
other women. Like I said, screen the women well, and things
will work out well, especially since it turned into a very
positive first experience for my girl, which, in turn, will lead to
more experiences like this in the future. Booyeah!
As for turning this girl into a secondary, my girlfriend made
the request that any chicks we pick up together will only be a
one time thing. No phone numbers, emails, Facebooking, etc.
If we decide to do this again, it will be with a new woman.
So I plan to respect her on this.
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Impossible Without
First Crossing Your
Arms
By Swede
Last summer I picked up not one but two girls, and this is
how it went:
I’m visiting a small town, renowned for its parties during the
summer season. Traveling on my own, as is my preference, I
approach two girls while finding a spot at the beach. Turns
out they’re sisters, and although I’m not quite sure why, on
that day I just can’t make up my mind as to which girl I like
better.
With no wingman to occupy the one I will not choose, I stay
in neutral and we chat the afternoon away, listening to a
beach concert, then meeting up again in the evening. Being
locals, they aren’t as outgoing as I am (a stranger in a new
city), and in the evening after some barhopping, I follow them
home, say goodnight, and am seriously thinking of calling it a
night. Socially, my spirits are high. Sexually, they’re dampened
from having to share my graces between two women vying to
get my attention all day, making sure that one isn’t feeling
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left out on account of the other.
Simply put, I’ve had a day’s practice of starting and stopping
my needs.
On a whim, I go to Main Street instead of walking the slight
distance to where I am residing. It’s about one o’clock in the
morning on a summer weekday in an otherwise deserted town.
Turning onto Main Street, I realize I’m completely alone, apart
from the two girls coming up the street behind me. Since it’s
nice to see someone, I sporadically comment on this: “Geez,
this place is empty, are you the only ones out here?” I don’t
stop for this, but simply start walking backwards, making it an
off comment, which it is.
We chat a bit. They’re headed for one place and I tell them
I’m heading for the other (small town, remember?). I ask
them if it’s any good, and they tell me they’re also traveling
and are new to the town, but it’s OK. Coming up on their
chosen venue, I tell them I’m coming with them, indicating
that I have nothing better to do so I might as well. Like it’s
nothing much, which it isn’t to me in the frame of mood I’m
in by this time.
Having slowed down, I’m the last to come up on the place.
The blonde, who I can tell is the leader, sits down on a
bench outside next to her friend and lights up. She pats her
hand on the seat next to her but my momentum has already
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taken me past her, and since I would have to double back, I
keep my cool and instead take the end seat beside the
brunette girl.
A funny thing happens then, which I immediately spin to my
advantage. The guy guarding the door, a bald, fattening, but
jovial guy in his forties, sees the exchange, looks at me, and
theatrically slaps a hand to his forehead, indicating that I am
one stupid fuck. The girls of course see this, and they also
see how I handle it. I turn it around on him, spreading my
arms to the sky and rolling my eyes … suggesting that he is
the idiot, and stupid enough to boot that I couldn’t explain it
to him in a million years. All in good fun, of course.
The girls reappraise me and share their cigarette. We talk a
bit about fashion (I’m wearing a slim leather jacket over a
very thin T-shirt that leaves the upper part of my chest
exposed, along with tucked in jeans in black converse shoes.
It’s hip, relaxed and very metrosexual, which lets girls know I
speak girl-speak).
We enter and walk up to the bar, where the rest of their
girlfriends

are

waiting.

Sharing

my

graces

equally,

though

lingering a bit on “my” girls, I’m immediately taken in. I get
treated to a shot of tequila by the group, being “cleared” by
having entered with their friends.
By this time it is firmly established that I am the prize, and
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the rest of the bar is starting to notice (some drunk guy
barges in and angrily inquires of the girls as to what makes
me so fucking special, since he’s probably been trying to get
in with them all night. Along with the guy at the door, he’s
hugely helpful).
The girls tell me that they’re bisexual (the blonde) and bicurious (the brunette). I tell them I think it’s cool, staying in
my hard-earned neutral mode while doing so. When they tell
me they want to share me I shrug it off, indicating they
should

chill,

and

not

move

so

fast

or

they’ll

spoil

the

suspense. Still conveying amusement and interest, I give them
the “oh not again” reaction. And then I don’t move on it, to
prove that I don’t have to. We talk, flirt, have a drink. They
go to the ladies room, probably to discuss tactics, and I wait
in the bar, suddenly approached by guys who want me to tell
them how I do it. The girls re-emerge, and we sit and do a
bit of light kino.
I’m touching both their hands at different moments, making
sure they’re touching each others’, showing them I’m drawing
up the contract but haven’t signed yet.
We hit the dance floor with the rest of the group, and at
first I stay innocuous, solo-dancing just because life is good
and I love living it out on the dance floor. I’m not touching
them, just having fun, alternating dancing opposite them or
their friends. Then I make sure they’re dancing with each
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other, rubbing against each other while I watch. I let the
blonde rub up against my back but stay in neutral. Then I
close with the brunette.
The dance floor is suddenly crowded with spectators, mostly
dudes, some of whom are starting to get aggressively envious.
When a guy with a scarcity mentality tries to pick a fight I
stay in the mind frame that these girls are doing this to me,
I’m not doing it to them, and I calmly let him in on the fact
that they are the ones that are together and if they want to
dance with me I’m not stupid enough to say no. He has no
ready reply to this. Then I return to the girls and start
making out with them, at first being the center of attention
but soon making sure that graces are divided three ways, with
me the least important party.
Escalating almost to a degree of foreplay, we’re running hands
over bodies as we sinuously spin on the floor, closing to
embrace, playfully evading, light kisses alternating with deep
kissing, a hand brushing a breast, a hand brushing my cock,
all to the beat to the music. We continue this, partying the
night away. Some Australian guys from the girls’ hostel want
in on the action but are brushed off.
Just before closing time, we slip away. On exiting, I make
sure to put my arms around their waists and give my thanks
to my helper at the door.
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We stroll down the streets, talking, retrieving a bottle of wine
that

the

girls

had

previously

hidden

in

a

bush.

They’re

throwing me some shit-tests, probing to know If I’m gonna
be able to handle it. I tell them truthfully that I have been in
this kind of situation before (omitting that it included only
making out). I deliberately stay vague, trying to not ascribe
value to what is about to happen. I keep my cool, my
indifference indicating that it is no different than going home
with one girl. This also conveys to them that I don’t kiss and
tell. I do specifically not try to validate myself,

since I

instinctively know that to reach for it is to fail; I have to
have already reached it.
We get to the Hostel, and as a miracle, all is quiet. On
agreement, we enter the girls’ dressing room. Barring the
door, we get undressed and hit the shower. We start kissing.
I hold my hands on the small of their backs and press them
close. Three-way kissing proves to be quite fun. The blonde is
the slighter of form, small, perky, you name it. The brunette
is a little bit more voluptuous … they complement each other
nicely.
I find out that touching two girls between their legs as they
are both trying to kiss you, is impossible without first crossing
your arms. Great trick. Another discovery I make is the
importance of equal sharing, and the need to give them
space;

to

be

able

to

back

off

and

let

them

play

by

themselves at times. I let the blonde be the dominant one
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among us, as the brunette finds comfort in this. An attempt
to retain the initiative on my part is bad idea; the only reason
they are letting me in on this is because I’m in it on their
terms.
Doing it in the shower means doing it standing up; I alternate
between them doggy-style, managing to change condoms in
between. The steam forces us to open up the windows, giving
the girls the window sill to lean on, leaving them hanging
halfway out.
When we are done, we slip into their room, remove our
towels, and snuggle down between the covers, all still naked.
After having said hello to the roommates who are still awake,
and the Australians who are for some reason finishing up their
party in this room in particular, the girls shoo them off. We
chat for a while, and when the blonde drifts off to sleep, the
brunette and I finish up.
An Aussie walks in the next morning, a big lumbering guy,
and timidly tells me I’m his god. Sweeter still is the dual
embrace as I lay there on my back thinking that life is good.
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Call Me In a Week
and We Can All
Do This
By L-I-Te
Last Friday I decided to go out with my regular (HBArgentina)
and try to push some boundaries. I have previously mentioned
that I am interested in threesomes and she seems down for
that. All girls always mention they are down for that, mostly
showing that they are wild and want to keep up with your
sex

drive,

but

once

you

get

into

a

deeper

emotional

connection…how many of them can actually handle it?
As a test, I’ve done some flirting with other girls while
HBArgentina was present, with mixed results: some positive
reactions (interest in how to pick up girls, interest in the
interaction,

etc.)

and

other

negative

reactions

(jealousy,

insecurity, etc.) So I wanted to push the limits, obtain the
most intense reactions from her and establish once and for all
a permanent threesome frame.
So Friday I get invited to two house parties. I arrive first, and
it gives me about an hour to wait for my girl. The party is
going a bit slowly, but a pair of HBs are sitting in a corner
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and most guys are too intimidated by them to approach. Like
they say in my country, “Maricon quien!” so I approach them.
HBRussia and HBSalsa.
Now HBSalsa and I had met outside of the party while going
in, but I didn’t pay much attention to her as I wanted to
warm up a bit before going for her.
I open HBRussia with a situational, and start setting up some
rapid, fast kino and push-pull with her. She is feeling it, but
somehow the conversation fizzles out. However, clearly this has
had an effect on HBSalsa, as she is interested. So she
approaches me, asking my name and where I'm from, and
tries to get me to buy her a drink. I reframe the whole thing,
turn it back at her, make her jump those exact same hoops
while establishing some sexual kino and not giving an inch of
information.
The bait is working and she is loving it. Things are going
pretty well, and this is when HBArgentina arrives. I decide to
keep doing my thing as if she isn't there, # close HBSalsa
and set up some more intense flirting. She asks me multiple
times to stay, but this isn't my plan for the night.
As for HBArgentina, well, she doesn't take it too well at all.
Okay, so now I've pushed the most negative reaction possible.
This has triggered jealousy...not exactly a jealousy plotline, but
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she

feels

completely.

her

spot

After

as

some

a

primary

has

been

drama

here

and

major

neglected
there,

we

decide to restart the night and head over to the next party.
This is where it gets interesting.
We split up, she does her thing (she is a very social girl) and
I do mine. Basically, we are all over the room. Guys are into
her and girls are checking me out, but somehow we always
establish eye contact, come back to see each other, take a
picture, make out, etc.
I see this cute, petite girl, HBThree, so I approach her and
start flirting with her in a manner very similar to what I did
at the party with HBSalsa. After awhile I decide to break
rapport and see HBArgentina. I'm very interested in setting up
a threesome with both. However, now things have changed.
Although in the beginning she seemed a bit jealous, now she
starts to let go.
I

continue

flirting

with

HBThree

and

now

HBArgentina

is

starting to feel it. HBThree knows that I have a longstanding
relationship with HBArgentina and that she is my main girl.
However, she is very intrigued by me. She finds HBArgentina
very attractive and she also just wants to have some fun.
Later on in the night I sit them both down together in a
swing. They start making conversation and I am amping up
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their conversation with a sexual frame. I start making out with
HBArgentina, but keep the sexual tension up with HBThree.
Later I start making out with HBThree and going back and
forth, take some pictures of both of them together and let
them have their fun, and eventually it all concludes in a hot
three way kiss.
Even though I was focusing the same amount of energy and
time on HBThree as I did on HBSalsa, the same style of
pickup, the difference was that now I gave the importance to
my main girl, HBArgentina. This in turn made HBThree more
attracted, as she wanted to take part in this adventure, and
she loved the way I was treating her. She couldn't understand
how it all worked, but she could see our intense passion, so
she was definitely intrigued. Even though HBThree initially
mentioned,

“I'm

not

interested

in

anything

other

than

a

serious relationship,” “Ive never been in a threesome,” and
“This is very unlike me,” it all seemed very natural and it was
led with the same energy.
Sadly, this is not a Threesome LR, as HBThree was on her
period and she didn’t feel comfortable having sex while on it.
She mentioned more than twice: “Call me in a week and we
can all do this.”
After building up some intense rapport with HBThree and some
heavy making out with her, logistics kick in and she leaves.
As for HBArgentina, she was working at her own pace and
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now any fear of jealousy or abandonment were gone as she
understood her place. No worries. I number close HBThree and
make some light plans for the week. I had foreseen this
coming, so it was not a surprise to any of us. As for me, I
take HBArgentina home to continue with some amazing sex.
Here are a couple of important things to have in mind:
1. With

HBArgentina,

I’m

trying

to

establish

permanent

threesomes and polyamorous relationships…even though
it’s her first polyamorous relationship (and mine too),
everything has steps. One, the girl has to be bi-curious
and be very comfortable with her sexuality. Two, you
have to be very comfortable with her sexuality and be
able to handle her also. These two facts helped out a
lot. A bonus is that she's interested in pick up and she
is comfortable with the idea of open relationships.
2. In this case, there was one dominant girl (HBArgentina)
and one submissive girl (HBThree) and this played out
to my advantage. The fact that there was one dominant
girl helped out, because HBThree didn’t feel like she was
being led only by me, but she was also being desired
and

led

rapport

by
with

HBArgentina.
HBThree,

While I
HBArgentina

wasn’t

establishing

was

establishing

rapport with her, so the interaction was always leading
into a threesome frame. Not sure what would happen if
there were two dominant girls or if there were two
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submissive girls (anybody with more experience care to
give some input?)
3. As I read once in a threesome LR, you have to be the
one leading the interaction the whole time, and if the
other girl is trying to take the lead, always establish
yourself as the dominant one in the interaction. I let go
a bit to give HBArgentina some sense of control, but it
was always me establishing the frame. I led them into
them kissing each other, I led them into a three way
kiss, and led the conversation with HBThree into a
threesome. I also gave HBThree a chance to lead, but
she was very shy and didn’t know how to handle it, so
a little push always helped.
4. HBThree was led into an adventure where we were the
stars and she was being taken along for the ride. With
HBThree, even though she was never into a threesome
or a three way kiss,

the idea was

to

handle the

threesome as an adventure and not as something out of
a porn movie. HBThree is a very sweet girl and very
shy, so in this case a more emotional approach was
taken. It's important to build some rapport with her and
establish a connection. Again, the idea is not that she is
a toy. No girl likes to feel used like a toy, but more
that she is coming along for the ride with us.
5. If

you

have

a

main,

and
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you

want

to

establish

permanent threesomes with her, she needs to know that
she is the main and that the other girl is a person
coming on an adventure with us. Trust is the golden
rule here! No trust, no go.
Anyways,

I’m

looking

forward

for

more

adventures

with

HBArgentina, as she is very down with many ideas (proposing
we pick up girls the night after). And as for HBThree…so far
she hasn’t flaked, so we will see where it all goes. As for
HBSalsa, she is very interested, so only time will tell...
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Threesome, Part 2
By Milachku
Work here in NYC has been very busy. I average 65 hours a
week or more, working 6 days a week. So for the last 6
weeks I haven't been able to go out much at all, and when I
do, I have very low energy. This has caused some strain on
my relationship with my girl (on top of other issues) so
something like what you will read about in this report was
very good for my morale...amongst other things. But working
hard like this for the last little while made me feel more
entitled to going out and having some fun (and getting my
girl into her second threesome with me.)
Ok, to start off, my girl has been going out clubbing without
me because I've been so busy at work. Last weekend she
went out to a club and made contact with a promoter who is
rather connected. She described him as gay-ish based on his
behavior, and the fact that he works for Estee Lauder. This
past weekend, he was promoting at a club for Labor Day
weekend, and told her he would be able to get us past the
line.
We get to the club and he greets us. I'm introduced as the
boyfriend. Why do I say this? Because about a minute after
meeting me, he proceeds to mack on my girl. The worst part
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is that he doesn't appear gay in my eyes. He's doing high
fives and asking her "female advice;" i.e. he's using some
community material!
Well, to mack on my girl right in front of me is rather
disrespectful…and the worst part is that it seems like my girl
is kinda into him. The combination of us having our troubles
and this guy working in the clubbing and fashion industries
(which is a DHV for my girl) has caused her to wander away.
It's time to reassert myself.
How do I do that? Well, he introduces us to a female friend
of his with a cute smile (whom he was also into—lets call her
HBCutiesmile.) So I decide to mack on her to counter both
my girl's and this guy's behavior.
So my girl and I are walking through the club, and we run
into HBCutiesmile walking in the opposite direction. I tell her
with a big smile to come with us, and she avidly follows –
which my girlfriend notices. We get to the bar and she starts
asking us what we do. My girlfriend tells her she works in
fashion, and I tell her I'm a glorified bum. Then I explain
how you can make a lot of money as a bum. I then follow
up telling her how when I was in France a few years ago, I
would see young, normally dressed, clean people begging for
money on a regular basis.
HBCutiesmile is laughing all through this, while my girlfriend
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gives me a funny look. I then tell HBCutiesmile that my
girlfriend always gives me that look when I tell people that
I'm a glorified bum. This is calling out the behavior to
manage the shit test.
You see, for the most of the evening, getting the threesome
to happen is simply a combination of showing HBCutiesmile
what a unique and special dynamic my girl and I have as
means of DHVing. Most women out there could only wish to
be in such a happy relationship. So if they aren't in one, then
the next best thing would be to join one…even if for just one
evening!

I

learned

this

from

observing

Doc

in

field

on

numerous occasions.
The second

part of getting

the threesome to

happen is

managing my girlfriend's constant shit testing. I do admit that
I haven't been managing the relationship very well for the last
little while, so my value in her eyes may have gone down. So
if I'm gonna try to do something like a threesome with her
again tonight, she will instinctively shit test me so see if I'm
really that kinda man. I manage the shit tests mostly with the
concepts I covered in my last threesome report.
Now for the mindset I have. The first thing you guys have to
realise about NYC is that there are so many single women.
By sheer numbers, you will always run into someone single.
Many of these people are from out of town, so they are also
in traveler's mode; i.e. more ready to fuck. Both these things
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work in your favor. And a last thing about NYC is that women
here are actually less image-obsessed than people in Montreal.
Women here are really out to have fun, and unlike people in
Montreal, they are more open to you just chatting them up if
you are in fun mode. On top of all this, I know in my mind
that I'm that type of guy with whom women just want to
have threesomes. Yes, I do believe this, and you should all as
well. Entitlement goes a long way.
So for more specifics. I am constantly being affectionate to
my girl in front of HBCutiesmile. She tells us later that we are
the best couple she has ever seen. I start kinoing both
women as always, just as AtoZ told to me to do. The thing is
that you have to gauge your primary's comfort levels. It's not
so much that she will get jealous as she will be afraid of
how it will look in front of the other friends we're with.
At

one

point,

a

guy

comes

up

to

both

my

girl

and

HBCutiesmile and tries to dance with them. I put my arms
around both of them and pull them away. Very powerful.
So then my girl and I start getting into a deeper discussion
with HBCutiesmile. She mentions how she lives with a gay
guy. I then go into how gays in NYC are primitive compared
to the gays in Montreal. The gays in NYC are still in that
"look at us, we're gay!" mode, whereas the gays in Montreal
are more laid back with the whole issue now. I then go in
how my girlfriend was about to move into an apartment
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where her roommate would be a lesbian. HBCutiesmile tells me
that I should like that. But I tell her my girlfriend and I
prefer bisexual-bicurious women. HBCutiesmile says, "Oh so
you guys are looking for a bisexual woman?" I tell her that
I'm not planning for anything in particular, but if something
happens then no big deal. I'm indifferent to the outcome,
although it's always good to have a vision of the things you
want in life. She agrees whole heartedly with this. She then
comments on my girlfriend's perky boobs. I tell her they are
real, and that she can cop a feel if she wants; in fact, I take
her hand and place it on one of my girlfriend's boobs!
Now

the

next

thing

I

have

to

handle

is

the

promoter

periodically coming around and trying to AMOG me and mack
on HBCutiesmile. This mostly involves us doing alpha type
gestures to one another…and I have to admit that he's pretty
good at it. But at this point I have built enough attraction
with HBCutiesmile that it no longer matters.
I also make sure periodically to leave my girlfriend

and

HBCutiesmile alone so they can build rapport together, and
other times my girlfriend leaves me and HBCutiesmile alone so
we can build rapport—and of course, we also build rapport
together as a group. Now I don't need to go into details, but
I will say this: rapport is best done by talking about things
you like and that are important to you in life. Having lived an
interesting life helps here, guys. If your target is into you,
then she will follow your lead and bridge those commonalities.
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If you wanna pattern here or use some NLP, then that helps
for some women.
At this point my girlfriend sees that a threesome is inevitable,
and she once again starts shit testing me. I have to remind
myself about some inner game concepts, as well as the
techniques I mentioned in my last threesome report, in order
to manage these shit tests. Not only do I have to manage my
girlfriend's mood, but I also have to keep my own mood
elevated (and my dick hard) so as to not sabotage the pick
up – which my girlfriend is subconsciously trying to do. Again,
thanks to Drake for explaining this concept to me.
Now HBCutiesmile sees this, and when I'm alone with her
while my girlfriend is in the bathroom, I tell her that my
girlfriend and I have our own issues, as do all couples.
Interestingly, showing this vulnerability to HBCutiesmile helps,
as it shows that we are human (and therefore attainable). So
after this, HBcuitesmile becomes very enthusiastic about us all
hanging out together after the club. I mentioned to her earlier
how enthusiasm is a very good trait to have, so she makes
sure to keep my girlfriend's mood elevated for the remainder
of the time in the club.
The club is closing, so we start making our way out. Outside
we have a difficult time finding a cab, which irritates my
girlfriend, but luckily HBCutiesmile keeps her spirits up. The
promoter tries to mack on each of the girls again, but at this
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point I pretty much blow him out of the water. Even better is
the fact that he has an idea of what's gonna happen between
me and the two girls…well that's what he gets for trying to
hit on my girl right in front of me.
In the cab ride home my girlfriend is a bit quiet, maybe
because the cab driver isn't playing any music So I tell him
to turn on the radio. Both girls laugh. I then put my arm
around

my

girlfriend

and

hold

HBCutiesmile's

hand.

More

comfort building here. Actually it's kinda funny, as the topic of
the latest Woody Allen film comes up – a dude in that movie
also has a threesome!
Back at my place I don't waste much time, and get both the
girls to do the dual induction massage on each other with me.
That quickly sets the mood, and we eventually all get it on.
Again, I'm touching both girls as they are making out…and to
my surprise (or maybe not) it turns out that my girlfriend was

very wet, more than usual…wow, after all that crabby shit
testing she ends up getting extremely turned on. Guess that
means I should never let shit tests affect my emotional state.
Just manage them and reframe it as a means to escalate.
Before you know, it we're all over the place. One thing
though is that I think it's this girl's first time with another
woman, and she evidently isn't too experienced in pleasing
another woman, which kinda annoys my girlfriend. I will keep
this in mind and make sure to qualify our next potential
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threesome target about her experience and skill in pleasuring
another woman…
Now the best part of the whole night isn't me blowing that
promoter out of the water, it isn't me reasserting myself in
my girlfriend's eyes, it isn't the crazy romp on the bed, but it
is when it it's all over. Literally a minute after we finish,
HBCutiesmile starts getting comfortable on my bed. That's
when my girlfriend gets up and says, "It's getting late, are
you gonna call her a cab?" Ice cold I tell you! Now I don't
care for keeping our target around either, but my girlfriend's
bluntness makes my jaw drop. Boy did Cliff have a good
laugh when I told him this! So we call her a cab and send
her on her way.
The next day she texts my girlfriend saying she had fun and
that we should all go out for drinks again. My girl and I
decide we prefer fresh meat…especially those that are more
experienced in satisfying other women.
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